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Programme: Birth Anniversary of Tarasankar Bandopadhya  

Programme Date: 11th January, 2022 

Venue: Hazi A.K. Khan College 

No of Participants: 16 

 

 

Description of the Programme:  

The birth anniversary of the renowned Bengali author, Tarashankar Bandopadhyay, was celebrated with great 

enthusiasm at Hazi A.K. Khan College on 11th January 2022. The event was organized by the Department of 

Bengali Language and Literature in collaboration with the Cultural Society of the college. The celebration aimed 

to commemorate the life and literary contributions of Tarashankar Bandopadhyay, one of the most prominent 

figures in Bengali literature. 

Objectives:  

Honor the legacy of Tarashankar Bandopadhyay and his significant contributions to Bengali literature. 

Promote awareness and appreciation of Bengali literature among students and faculty members. 

Provide a platform for students to engage with the works of Tarashankar Bandopadhyay through discussions, 

readings, and cultural activities. 

Foster a sense of pride and cultural identity among the attendees, particularly those interested in Bengali 

language and literature. 

Outcomes:  

The celebration commenced with an inaugural ceremony where speakers highlighted the life, works, and literary 

style of Tarashankar Bandopadhyay. This session helped in familiarizing the audience with the author's literary 

legacy. 

Various cultural activities such as recitations of Tarashankar Bandopadhyay's poems, readings from his novels, 

and theatrical performances based on his works were organized. These activities provided a deeper insight into 

the themes and characters depicted in his writings. 

Some Glimpses 
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